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Re: Key Messages and Q&As on Manual Actions

i?, At,

These are just my opinion - OGC et al. may think otherwise.
''. .I-

>>> Robert Schin 01/28/04 08:59AM >>>
Ray, '

If the rulemaking will only apply to manual operator actions taken outside the control room, then will
licensees still need to submit exemption/deviation requests for operator actions Inside the control room?
(i.e., for actions that are taken in place of physically protecting cables as required by III.G.2)?

Bob Schin
krra

*" - anL,
v- >>> Robert Schin601/27/04 03:29PM >>>

Here are my comments:

1. Was this sent to all Regions? to OE? (You are discussing NRC policy regarding violations.)

2. Should the word 'manualoperator be replaced with 'operator'?

3. In the third bullet, the statement that 'the public health and safety.. have never been compromised due
to unaproved operator manual actions' .... appears to be Inaccurate. NRC inspectors have findings that
are currently being reviewed for safety significance. Also, we have only Inspected a small sample of all of
the existing unapproved operator manual actions.' Consequently, we have no valid basis to state that
safety has never been compromised. Perhaps you could state that there have been no significant fire
events in recent years where unapproved operator manual actions have contributed to actual releases of
radioactive materials to the public (if that Is true).

4. In the fourth bullet, the statement that ...'the NRC will issue a violation... and conduct an analysis'
should be changed. We no longer issue violations in most cases. Instead, we conduct an analysis to
determine the risk significance and document the finding and related violation.

5. In Q&A #2, the answer appears to be Inaccurate or misleading. My understanding is that we are
changing the rule In part to accomodate licensees. A better answer could be: Yes. The new rule will
replace the current requirement that licensees formally request NRC approval for exemptions or
deviations from the current requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, Section III.G.2, for physical
protection of cables from fire damage. See Q&A #9 for additional information.
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6. In Q&A #3, the answer appears to be Inaccurate. You are defining operator manual actions as
'actions taken by operators ... from outside the main control room..' Appendix R, Section III.G.2 requires
physical protection of cables and equipment that are relied upon for hot shutdown. It does not permit
operator actions Inside the control room in place of physical protection. For example, Shearon Harris had
an operator action inside the control room that we identified as a violation of III.G.2. The operators were
to respond to spurious closing of a VCT outlet MOV by recognizing the alarm for loss of charging and RCP
seal injection flow. They were to diagnose a loss of suction to the running charging pump and stop the
pump before it was damaged. However, the alarm circuits were not protected from fire damage. More
importantly, the pump could be damaged within about 15 seconds - operators would not have time to
perform the actions. So Shearon Harris is modifying the plant by installing a 3-hour fire protected cable
for the control power to the VCT outlet MOVs. You need to address also operator actions Inside the
control room.

7. In Q&A #4, the answer appears to be Inaccurate. You state that 'the safety benefit of forcing
licensees to comply with the regulation is not significant when compared to the costs ...' The safety
benefit may not currently seem to NRR to be significant, but you do not appear to have a solid basis for
that statement. See my comment 3. above.

8. In Q&A #6, the answer appears to be Inaccurate. We have not inspected operator manual actions at
all plants. And at those plants where we have Inspected operator manual actions, we have only inspected
a small sample of all of the 'unapproved operator manual actions.'

9. In Q&A #8, the statement that ...'the NRC will Issue a violation... and conduct an analysis' should be
changed. See my comment 4. above.

10. In Q&A #10, the answer appears to be Inaccurate. You state that 'the public or environment has
never been In danger due to unapproved operator manual actions.' There does not appear to be a solid
basis for that statement. See my comment 3. above. You could consider something like: We cannot be
certain that there is no danger to the public. However, no unapproved operator manual actions of high
safety significance have been identified to date. (Have we had any RED or YELLOW findings?) The new
rule will expedite a review of currently unapproved operator manual actions against specified acceptance
criteria. Licensees and NRC inspectors will use the criteria to inspect the unapproved manual actions in
the plant. This can be accomplished in a more timely and effective manner than by having licensees
formally submit requests for exemptions or deviations from the requirements of Appendix R, Section
Ill.G.2, and by having NRR staff review the requests In their offices without the benefit of observing
conditions in the plants.

Thanks for the opportunity to comment on this.

Bob Schin
eIv

>>> Sunril ee Vkod /27/04 09:39AM >>>

Sunil

CC: Phil Qualls; Sunil Weerakkody
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